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the long-tailed monkey, at a very low stage. The aria

tomical difference between these low papiomorpha and

the most highly developed anthropoid apes is greater
in every respect, whatever organ we take for compari.
son, than the difference between the latter and man.

This instructive fact was established with great pene
trationby the anatomist Robert Hartmann, in his work

on The Anthropoid Apes ;< he proposed to divide the

order of Siniiae in a new way-namely, into the two

great groups of rirnaria (man and the anthropoid ape)
and the simiae proper, or pithec'i (the rest of the catar

rhin and all the p1atyrrhin). In any case, we have

a clear proof of the close affinity of man and the anthro

poid ape.
Thus comparative anatomy proves to the satisfaction

of every unprejudiced and critical student the signifi
cant fact that the body of man and that of the anthro

poid ape are not only peculiarly similar, but they are

practically one and the same in every important respect.
The same two hundred bones, in the same order and

structure, make up our inner skeleton; the same three

hundred muscles effect our movements; the same hair

clothes our skin; the same groups of ganglionic cells

build up the marvellous structure of our brain; the

same four chambered heart is the central pulsometer in

our circulation; the same thirty-two teeth are set in the

same order in our jaws; the same salivary, hepatic, and

gastric glands compass our digestive process; the same

reproductive organs insure the maintenance of our race.
It is true that we find, on close examination, certain

minor differences in point of size and shape in most
of the organs of man and the ape; but we discover the

* Translated in the International Science Series, 1872.
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